HOLY CROSS COLLEGE, NAGERCOIL

CORE VALUES

SPiritual Values
The college strives for an all-round formation in the light of Christian principles
inculcating love, truth justice and broadmindedness to face the challenges of life with
courage and confidence.

INTEGRITY AND HONESTY
The college upholds ethical values and professional commitment to academic freedom,
honesty, personal accountability and transparency.

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
The college strives for academic excellence in teaching, learning and research
in various disciplines.

RESEARCH AND KNOWLEDGE ENRICHMENT
The college encourages scholarly activities in the pursuit of critical
thinking and analysis. The college also designs courses which cater towards global competency.

INNOVATION AND CRITICAL THINKING
The college creates opportunities for everyone to develop their potential in
creative thinking and innovation across various curricular and extra-curricular activities.

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
The college initiates social consciousness to promote environmental sustainability
and contribution to the society, especially the needy and the downtrodden.

AESTHETIC SKILLS
The college has an ambience to engage mind, body and emotions for transformation
through diverse involvement in mental, physical and emotional programmes.

EQUITY AND EQUALITY
The college promotes a safe environment of trust and mutual respect ensuring
the strategic plans fair and inclusive.

PARTICIPATORY LEADERSHIP
The college nurtures participatory leadership in students through self-management,
team work and shared decision-making to serve society with freedom and responsibility.

ECOLOGICAL CITIZENSHIP AND SUSTAINABILITY
Conservation and preservation ethics promote ecological citizenship.
Eco-spiritual awareness helps to see the interconnectedness and understand the intrinsic worth
of the human and the non-human world.